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Apoptosis promoters spur cell division
T
wo cell-killing proteins also have a nurturing side, say Russell Jones, Craig Thompson 
(University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA), and colleagues. Although the proteins prod 
lymphocytes to commit suicide, they also prompt the cells to proliferate—and might do the 
same for a variety of cell types.
The two proteins, Bax and Bak, are part of the apoptotic machinery in T lymphocytes. Weeding 
out excess T cells turns down the immune response after a pathogen has been defeated. Mice that 
lack Bax and Bak in blood cells often fall victim to infections, suggesting that the two proteins are 
also involved in lymphocyte activation.
The researchers found that T cells missing Bak and Bax divided slowly after stimulation. Injecting 
bacteria into mice lacking both proteins in their lymphocytes didn’t provoke a T cell response to the 
invaders. T cell activation involves a surge in intracellular calcium, but loss of Bax and Bak reduced this 
increase. The scientists discovered that rising calcium levels boosted production of reactive oxygen 
species (ROS) in the cell, which is essential for proliferation.
The work suggests that Bax and Bak rouse T cells in part by hiking ROS levels. These compounds can 
also kill cells, and the mechanism for adjusting ROS quantities to favor death or division remains uncertain. 
But Bax and Bak might regulate ROS production to awaken other quiescent cells, such as stem cells.
Reference: Jones, R.G., et al. 2007. Immunity. 27:268–280.
The price of excess DNA
A
neupoloidy might not be a boon for cancer cells after all, 
say Eduardo Torres, Angelika Amon (Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology), and colleagues. Extra chromosome 
copies slow division, the researchers found.
Almost all tumors are aneuploid, and scientists have long 
suspected that the condition aids the renegade cells. Chromo-
some gain could provide extra copies of growth-promoting genes, 
and chromosome loss might jettison tumor suppressors. However, 
several studies, including work on cells from Down syndrome 
patients, suggest that aneuploidy inhibits cell proliferation.
To investigate aneuploidy’s effects systematically, Torres and 
colleagues turned to mutant yeast that occasionally end up with spare 
chromosomes after mating. The researchers corralled cells that car-
ried at least one extra copy of 13 of the yeast’s 16 chromosomes. The 
fungi resembled cancer cells in their ravenous appetite for glucose.
But the yeast differed from cancer cells in a crucial way: 
they divided sluggishly. The reason for the slowdown was a 
tarry in G1. Although aneuploidy might be helpful in some 
circumstances, Amon says, cancer cells must get around the 
division limitation to reap the beneﬁ  ts. “What we’re saying,” 
she explains, “is that cells have to evolve pathways to deal with 
the baggage that comes with aneuploidy.”
Reference: Torres, E.M., et al. 2007. Science. 317:916–924.
Fusing without breaking
T
he same membrane rearrangements that 
prompt two cargo-carrying vesicles to unite 
can also provoke them to burst. Vincent Starari, 
Youngsoo Jun, and William Wickner (Dartmouth 
Medical School, Hanover, NH) explain how cells 
favor fusion over breakage.
Fusion between, say, the Golgi apparatus and a 
vesicle fresh from the ER requires a crew of molecules. 
The participants include Rab GTPases, Rab effectors 
that bind active Rab and transmit its signals, and SNARE 
proteins, which interlock to draw the opposing mem-
branes together. Liposomes carrying SNAREs fuse in 
vitro, but recent studies revealed that many liposomes 
rupture, which doesn’t happen in cells.
To investigate the cause of lysis, the authors 
observed purifi   ed yeast vacuoles, which merged 
without bursting. They then tracked vacuoles from 
yeast engineered to overexpress four SNARE proteins. 
Although some of the containers fused, up to 80% of 
them popped. “That’s not like a little leak in the 
Titanic,” says Wickner. “That’s like ramming the 
iceberg.” The fi  ndings explain why cells can’t boost 
fusion by increasing the amount of SNAREs—rampant 
lysis would result.
In the vacuoles with extra SNAREs, fusion and 
lysis occurred without Rab GTPase. But Rab was 
benefi  cial because it increased the rate of fusion by 
several thousand times. The work thus also clarifi  es 
the functions of Rab GTPase and its partners: they 
channel the stress that the SNAREs apply to the 
membrane into fusion rather than lysis.
Reference: Starari, V.J., et al. 2007. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA. 
104:13551–13558.
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The yeast cells on the right harbor an extra copy of chromosome 4, 
which slows their division.
Stimulating T cells boosts 
ROS production (top row), 
but not if Bak and Bax 
are absent (bottom row).